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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an interdisciplinary collaborative research
project between the Epidemiology Department and the Computer
Science Department for using data mining technique to analyze
data from pregnant women. Specifically, the authors use
association rule mining approach to derive possible side effects
due to exposure to multiple drugs at different duration of the
pregnancy. The derived temporal sequential rules discover new
information that would not be detected by the traditional analysis
method that is currently used in pharmaco-epidemiology.
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1. INTRODUCTION
More than half of all pregnant women use some sort of
medication during pregnancy [1]. The exposure varies from
accidental use of known teratogens such as retinoic acid to
planned use of assumed safe drugs, e.g. acetaminophen. However,
the fetus is potentially more vulnerable partly due to incomplete
metabolic pathways that normally detoxify drugs and other
chemicals in adults or children. Furthermore, the complexity of
fetal biology makes it very difficult to predict what kind of side
effects certain drugs might possibly have in the developing
organism [2].
The knowledge about the safety of the various types of drugs is
from different sources, initially from animal research, as all drugs
released to the market have to be tested on experimental animals.
However, the results cannot be easily extrapolated from animals
to humans, and the main information on the safety in humans
must be derived from observational studies, including postmarketing surveillance and register based studies. The major
problem in the observational studies is to recognize the causal
relationship between drug exposure and its effect in these data
sources. As an example, thalidomide, one of the most well known
human teratogens, may cause specific malformation in one third
of infants exposed in first trimester. Despite that, thousands of
malformed babies were born before the relationship was
discovered illustrating the problems in not using available
information before someone comes up with a specific hypothesis.
In the case of thalidomide, the signal was strong enough to alert a
clinician. Most associations are expected to be much weaker and
occur over a longer time span, therefore will be even harder to
identify.
The traditional approach in epidemiology has been to use a
deductive approach for data analysis and the results have been
that large data files remain un-analyzed for years. Setting up a

deductive hypothesis usually means waiting for reports on side
effects to be published that can activate research findings. Then
follows testing of specific associations using existing data or by
generating new data sources; this usually takes at least months
and more often years. We need a screening tool to use on
available data sources in order to identify drugs or combinations
of drugs that deserve further scrutiny. We need inductive methods
because in principle, only a very small number of cause-effect
mechanisms can be ruled out using biological reasoning alone.
In the light of the amount of research invested in developing new
drugs, it is truly surprising how little time, money and resources
are invested in finding out how the drugs work in normal clinical
practice.
There are many technical reasons that pregnancy data is difficult
for traditional data analysis methods. For example: 1) Subtle side
effect: In pregnancy data, only a very small number of cases may
reflect the subtle influences of drug exposure. For example,
among a large number of patients who took a particular type of
drug, only 1% may be a susceptible preterm birth. However, this
1% is still significant side effect of the drug to discover. 2)
Temporal sensitive—Timing is an important aspect, as the
susceptibility of the fetus varies in the developmental processes.
Thalidomide was linked to serious malformations of the limbs;
however, these specific malformations only resulted from
exposure in the first eight weeks after conception. With a different
timing, other malformations may have resulted. 3) Data
sequences—The sequence of taking different types of drugs is
related to the timing, but also involves the possible interaction
between the different drugs. Almost nothing is known about the
potential time-dependent interaction between drugs in pregnancy,
partly due to the lack of analytical screening tools.
The aspects described above, i.e. the problem with the low
number of cases, the timing and sequence of the use of drugs
motivates us to apply data mining techniques for a large
nationwide dataset. Our goal is to use the mining results to
provide an early warning for drugs that is harmful to the unborn
baby.

2. DATA MINING METHODOLOGY
Data mining may be an alternative that can discover more patterns
of drugs and health effects than that can be scrutinized using more
traditional techniques. Since the pregnancy drug exposure data is
usually presented in tabular format, we develop a mining
technique SmartRule that derives association rules directly from
tabular data [5]. The generated association results can efficiently
represent the side effects (such as preterm birth or malformation)
of taking a certain type of drug during pregnancy. In this section,
we will first introduce the design and features of SmartRule

technique and then discuss how to apply and extend it to discover
the temporal sequential patterns in pregnancy data.

2.1 SmartRule Association Rule Mining
Different from many other association rule mining algorithms,
SmartRule is specially designed for mining tabular data, such as
spreadsheets. SmartRule stands out for mining the pregnancy data
based on the following features.
- SmartRule can generate Maximum Frequent Itemsets (MFIs)
directly from tabular data, eliminating the need for
conversion to transaction-type datasets. In addition, by
taking advantage of column structures in tabular data, this
method can significantly reduce the search space and the
support counting time.
- SmartRule uses subset of MFIs for targeted rule mining. A
user can select a subset of MFIs to include certain attributes
known as targets (e.g., drug safety outcomes) in rule
generation. Therefore, domain experts can filter out those
uninterested associations and only generate rules for the
targets.
- To handle the large number of rules generated, SmartRule
hierarchically organize rules into trees and use spreadsheet to
present the rule trees. In a rule tree, general rules can be
extended into more specific rules. A user can first exam the
general rules and then extend to specific rules in the same
tree. Based on spreadsheet’s rich functionality, domain
experts can easily filter or extend branches in the rule trees
to create the best view for their interest.
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Figure 1. System overview of SmartRule
SmartRule uses an Excel book (or other spreadsheet software) to
store both source data and mining results. As shown in Figure 1,
the process of generating association rules consists of the
following steps. First, the tabular dataset is fed to the TMaxMiner
module to directly compute Maximum Frequent Itemsets (MFIs)
for a user-chosen minimum support. Once the MFIs are generated,
the TMaxMiner outputs all MFIs back to the Excel book. Then
the user can select a subset of MFIs containing the targeted
attributes and InvertCount module builds the Frequent Itemset (FI)
list for the user-selected MFIs and counts the supports for the FIs.
The RuleTree module can use these FIs and their support to
generate association rules and organize them into hierarchical
trees. Finally, the rules are written back to the Excel book to
present to the users.

2.2 Derive Drug Side Effects via SmartRule
The SmartRule mining technique can be applied to the pregnancy
data to handle the problems mentioned in Section 1.
SmartRule can discover the small number of cases that reflects the
subtle influence of drug exposure. Different from traditional
analysis methods, this mining approach can generate all possible
rules with a very low support and confidence level. However,
such low support or low confidence rules could still be significant
because of their contrast to normal pregnant woman.
The derived rules can include the relationship between timing of
drug exposure and the safety outcome. Our proposed approach
bypasses the problem of a large combination of drug exposure
sequences by dividing the pregnancy period into time slots. The
drug exposure information is represented for each time slot based
on patient pharmacy record. By treating each drug exposure in a
certain time slot as a single independent attribute, the rules
generated contain both drug type and timing information. Such a
method is very flexible in terms of timing slot division. The user
can control the granularity of time sequences to study specific
effects — for example, a drug taken in each trimester for a big
picture, or drug exposure in every week for finer granularity rules.

2.3 Computation Complexity and Scalability
of SmartRule
Since the SmartRule MFI mining algorithm does not require
superset checking and reduces the computation for counting
support, it is very efficient in mining rules. To further improve the
performance of mining MFI, we use a technique to gather past tail
information to determine the next node to explore during the
mining process. Our experimental results in [6, 7] reveal that it is
significantly faster than that of Mafia [8] and GenMax [9].
Compared to the recent frequent itemset mining implementations
in FIMI repository [12], SmartRule is still reasonably efficient in
mining MFIs for generating association rules. When the dataset
exceeds the spreadsheet size limit (for example, the current
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet size is 65,536 rows in one
spreadsheet), we can partition the dataset into multiple groups of
the maximum spreadsheet size to derive MFIs for each
spreadsheet, and then join these MFIs for generating association
rules. Therefore the data mining method is scalable for large
datasets that contains millions of records.

3. MINING DANISH NATIONAL BIRTH
COHORT DATASET
The large-scale Danish National Birth Cohort (DNBC) study’s
focus is to describe many aspects of pregnancy. The DNBC data
collection is nationwide in Denmark. It started in 1996 and is
ongoing. The inclusion of pregnant women stopped in 2002, and
approximately 100,000 women were recruited. Exposure
information and later developmental information has mainly been
collected by telephone interview. Women were recruited through
their general practitioner. Following consent, the women were
contacted twice during pregnancy at 17 and 32 gestational weeks.
In the DNBC dataset, each patient’s exposure status, possible
confounders, and endpoint are registered. Exposure status will be
drug exposure according to category of drug, timing, and
sequence of different drugs. Possible confounders include vitamin
intake, smoking, alcohol consumption, socio-economic status and
psycho-social stress. Endpoints will be preterm birth,

malformations and prenatal complications, e.g., low Apgar score
(a score to summarily assess the health of newborn children
immediately after childbirth based on Appearance, Pulse,
Grimace, Activity, and Respiration) and low birth weight.
Since depression during pregnancy affects approximately 10 % of
pregnant women in the United States, knowledge about potential
side effects on the fetus is important in proper evidence based
treatment of the disease during pregnancy [3, 4]. We have applied
the SmartRule data mining technique to investigate part of the
data from the DNBC dataset. Although it is part of the large
DNBC cohort study, this sub-dataset focuses particularly on
investigating the safety of different treatments of depression in
pregnancy. The structure of this sub-dataset is identical to the
large dataset on all births and the use of drugs in the nationwide
register, but in a smaller scale.

3.1 Side Effect of Antidepressant
The data in this study includes multiple types of antidepressants
(the four major SSRIs (Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors)
fluoxetine, citalopram, paroxetine, sertraline, and various tricyclic
antidepressants (e.g. clomipramine)) and a few confounders such
as alcohol and smoking. Our goal is to study how these
antidepressants and confounders influence the preterm birth of the
new-born. To represent the time of drug exposure, we divide the
pregnancy period into three trimesters and record the exposure in
each trimester. There are about 4454 pregnant patients in this subdataset, which comprised women with psychiatric disease and a
control group of women with no psychiatric disease. Among these
patients, approximately 1000 women were depressed and/ or
exposed to various active drugs used for depression or co-morbid
conditions, e.g. antidepressants, with variation in timing and
sequence. With the SmartRule data mining technique, we can
generate a large number of rules in terms of many aspects of this
sub-dataset. Due to the prevalence of drug side effects, the
confidence level of generated rules is usually low. However, in
pharmaco-epidemiological studies, drug side effects may be
important even at low confidence levels if the nature of the effect
is serious enough and the association is causal. In the following
examples, we only demonstrate those rules that are related with
the exposure to citalopram (one of many specific antidepressants)
during pregnancy to show its effect on preterm birth.
In the rules generated, we first confirmed that exposure to
citalopram (”cita”) significantly increases the risk of preterm birth
as shown in the following. These rules match the results derived
from traditional logistic regression analysis.
1)

In general, patients have preterm birth with support=0.0454,
and confidence=0.0454

2)

If patients exposed to cita in the 1st trimester, then have
preterm birth with support=0.0016, confidence=0.0761

3)

If patients exposed to cita in the 2nd trimester, then have
preterm birth with support=0.0013, confidence=0.1714

4)

If patients exposed to cita in the 3rd trimester, then have
preterm birth with support=0.0011, confidence=0.1786

5)

If patients not exposured to cita, then have preterm birth with
support=0.0433, confidence=0.0444

The rules suggest that exposure in the later part of pregnancy may
be associated with a higher risk of preterm birth, as described in
earlier epidemiological studies. Further, as shown in the following

rules, we found that for all three trimesters of citalopram exposure,
“alcohol” is a factor that combines with the drug exposure to
cause preterm:
6)

If patients exposed to cita in the 1st trimester and drink
alcohol, then have preterm birth with support=0.0011 and
confidence=0.132

7)

If patients exposed to cita in the 2nd trimester and drink
alcohol, then have preterm birth with support=0.0011 and
confidence=0.417

8)

If patients exposed to cita in the 3rd trimester and drink
alcohol, then have preterm birth with support=0.0009 and
confidence=0.364

The confidence levels suggest that combined exposure to
citalopram and alcohol in pregnancy may be associated with an
increased risk of preterm birth. Further, as we compare these three
rules with other combinations of attributes with cita exposure, we
find that among all single attributes, alcohol is the most important
modifying factor in the association between citalopram exposure
and preterm birth. Such findings were not initially discovered by
our co-authors in epidemiology study, but were later confirmed
by a traditional interaction analysis. However, because of the
large number of combinations among all the attributes and their
values, traditional methods cannot support the testing of all the
potential interactions to locate the significant ones.
1) In general, patients have preterm birth (sup=0.0454,
conf=0.0454)
2) If exposed to cita in the 1st trimester, then preterm
birth (sup=0.0016, conf=0.0761)
6) If exposed to cita in the 1st trimester and drink
alcohol, then preterm birth (sup=0.0011,
conf=0.132)
3) If exposed to cita in the 2nd trimester, then preterm
birth (sup=0.0013, conf=0.1714)
7) If exposed to cita in the 2nd trimester and drink
alcohol, then preterm birth (sup=0.0011,
conf=0.417)
4) If exposed to cita in the 3rd trimester, then preterm
birth (sup=0.0011, conf=0.1786)
8) If exposed to cita in the 3rd trimester and drink
alcohol, then preterm birth (sup=0.0009,
conf=0.364)
5) If no exposure to cita, then preterm birth
(sup=0.0433, conf=0.0444)
Figure 2. A part of the rule hierarchy for the exposure to the
antidepressant citalopram and alcohol at different time
period of pregnancy with preterm birth
Using our proposed temporal data mining method, we are able to
derive associations between drug exposure in different periods
and the preterm outcome. The rules suggest an association
between exposure to citalopram in late pregnancy and preterm
birth in accordance with earlier studies [3, 4]. Additionally, we
found a negative interaction with use of alcohol in this dataset.

The generated rule hierarchy (Figure 2) provides an organized
way to discover useful information.

7)

If exposed to Anxio in pre stage and take tobacco, then have
preterm birth with support=0.08%, confidence=0.143

3.2 Side Effect of Multiple Types of Drug

8)

If exposed to Anxio in pre stage and drink alcohol, then have
preterm birth with support=0.03%, confidence=0.077

9)

If exposed to Anxio in pre stage and have symptoms of
depression, then have preterm birth with support=0.05%,
confidence=0.13

Treatment with antidepressants may be combined with other
neuroleptic treatment including sedatives and antipsychotic
medication, or the pregnant women may suffer from other
diseases that mandate treatment, e.g. migraine. Therefore, it is
important to reveal: 1) if exposure to these treatments and drugs
causes preterm birth and which time period is the most vulnerable;
2) the confounders that can significantly increase preterm rate
with particular type of drug exposure; 3) the interaction between
different types of drugs and different time period of the same drug.
Almost no human data exist on the possible pharmacological
interaction between the types and sequences of medication
investigated in this study [1].
With the above goals, we apply SmartRule mining technique to
generate rule based on a sub-dataset that contains four types of
drugs (antidepressant, migraine medication, sedative medicine
and antipsychotic medication) and three confounder information
(alcohol, tobacco and symptoms of depression). For each type of
the drugs, the exposure time was divided into three time periods:
exposure before conception (“pre”), exposure during the period of
the main development of the organs (“in”) or exposure after the
this period (“post”). This sub-dataset represents 6231 patients, in
which 414 patients (6.64%) experienced preterm birth.
First of all, we investigate the rules to prove that exposure in the
late stage of pregnancy is the most dangerous time for causing
preterm. For example, rules for sedative medicine (“Anxio”)
demonstrate the effect:
1)

If exposed to Anxio in post stage, then have preterm birth
with support=0.17%, confidence=0.129

2)

If exposed to Anxio in in stage, then have preterm birth with
support=0.14%, confidence=0.103

3)

If exposed to Anxio in pre stage, then have preterm birth
with support=0.09%, confidence=0.097

And antidepressant (“Ad”) rules prove it too:

Similarly, in the in and post stage of pregnancy, tobacco is more
significant than alcohol and depression symptoms.
10) If exposed to Anxio in in stage and take tobacco, then have
preterm birth with support=0.13%, confidence=0.174
11) If exposed to Anxio in post stage and take tobacco, then have
preterm birth with support=0.11%, confidence=0.149
Our investigation also shows that some combination of multiple
confounders could cause a higher preterm rate than single
confounder, but some other combination could lower the preterm
rate. For example,
12) If exposed to Anxio in pre stage and take tobacco and have
symptoms of depression, then have preterm birth with
support=0.05%, confidence=0.231
13) If exposed to Anxio in pre stage and take tobacco and
alcohol, then have preterm birth with support=0.03%,
confidence=0.133
The above rules suggest an association with exposure to sedatives
before or at time of implantation and preterm birth given tobacco
smoke and symptoms of depression. It is not possible to
determine whether or not the association represents a causal
relation from the given dataset. An association with early
exposure to some sedatives and preterm birth has been suggested
but is disputed.
From the interaction of the drug Ad and Anxio, we find that the
exposure of two drugs in most time period combinations results in
higher preterm birth than any of one drug can cause. The largest
increase of preterm rate happens when the patient exposes to both
Ad and Anxio in the post stage.

4)

If exposed to Ad in post stage, then have preterm birth with
support=0.35%, confidence=0.116

14) If exposed to both Anxio and Ad in post stage, then have
preterm birth with support=0.05%, confidence=0.214

5)

If exposed to Ad in in stage, then have preterm birth with
support=0.56%, confidence=0.096

6)

If exposed to Ad in pre stage, then have preterm birth with
support=0.56%, confidence=0.097

For the sequence of exposure of one drug in different time periods,
we find that exposure to Anxio in multiple time periods increases
the preterm rate.

Note that the confidence of the post rule is higher than the in and
pre rules, which means for the same type of drug, the exposure in
post time is more likely to cause preterm birth than the earlier
time. As seen with citalopram, these rules suggest that exposure in
the later part of pregnancy appears to have the strongest
association with preterm birth. From a biological point of view
the association seems plausible; however, it may be related to
other factors not included in the analyses. Despite these cautions
the rules may be very important in hypotheses generating research
and are difficult to extract from traditional methods.
Next, we investigate the effect of confounders that could increase
the preterm rate with drug exposure. Our results show that
tobacco is the most significant confounder for drug Anxio at all
times. For example, in the pre stage,

15) If exposed to Anxio in post and in stage, then have preterm
birth with support=0.11%, confidence=0.184
16) If exposed to Anxio in post and pre stage, then have preterm
birth with support=0.10%, confidence=0.222
17) If exposed to Anxio in pre and in stage, then have preterm
birth with support=0.10%, confidence=0.125
18) If exposed to Anxio in post, in and pre stage, then have
preterm birth with support=0.10%, confidence=0.261

(sup=6.64%,

However, the exposure to Ad in multiple time periods does not
increase the rate of preterm.

1) If exposed to Anxio in post stage, then have preterm
birth with support=0.17%, confidence=0.129

19) If exposed to Ad in post and in stage, then have preterm birth
with support=0.27%, confidence=0.108

11) If exposed to Anxio in post stage and take
tobacco, then have preterm birth with
support=0.11%, confidence=0.149

20) If exposed to Ad in post and pre stage, then have preterm
birth with support=0.22%, confidence=0.107

In R general, patients
conf=0.0664)

have

preterm

birth

15) If exposed to Anxio in post and in stage, then
have preterm birth with support=0.11%,
confidence=0.184
16) If exposed to Anxio in post and pre stage, then
have preterm birth with support=0.10%,
confidence=0.222
18) If exposed to Anxio in post, in and pre
stage, then have preterm birth with
support=0.10%, confidence=0.261
14) If exposed to both Anxio and Ad in post stage,
then have preterm birth with support=0.05%,
confidence=0.214
2) If exposed to Anxio in in stage, then have preterm
birth with support=0.14%, confidence=0.103
10) If exposed to Anxio in in stage and take
tobacco, then have preterm birth with
support=0.13%, confidence=0.174
17) If exposed to Anxio in pre and in stage, then
have preterm birth with support=0.10%,
confidence=0.125
3) If exposed to Anxio in pre stage, then have preterm
birth with support=0.09%, confidence=0.097
7) If exposed to Anxio in pre stage and take
tobacco, then have preterm birth with
support=0.08%, confidence=0.143
12) If exposed to Anxio in pre stage and take
tobacco and have symptoms of depression,
then have preterm birth with support=0.05%,
confidence=0.231
13) If exposed to Anxio in pre stage and take
tobacco and alcohol, then have preterm birth
with support=0.03%, confidence=0.133

21) If exposed to Ad in pre and in stage, then have preterm birth
with support=0.45%, confidence=0.092
22) If exposed to Ad in post, in and pre stage, then have preterm
birth with support=0.21%, confidence=0.103
In this study, the data mining tool suggested association with
various sequences and combinations of drugs not previously
described. However, the traditional methods were not able to
evaluate some of the results due to limited sample size.

4. KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY FROM
DATA MINING RESULTS
After the association rules have been generated, our goal is to
discover novel knowledge that is valuable to the users. However,
there are two challenges for the knowledge discovery process: 1)
examining the vast number of rules manually is too laborintensive; and 2) exploring knowledge (rules) without specific
goal.
Techniques have been proposed to organize and summarize the
discovered rules. For example, in [10, 11], association rules are
represented in general rules, summaries and exception rules (GSE
patterns). The GSE pattern presents the discovered rules in a
hierarchical fashion. Users can browse the hierarchy from top
down to find interesting exception rules. However, in our case,
due to the low support of drug side effects, interesting rules are
exception rules and usually reside at the lower level of the
hierarchy. Without user guidance, it requires exploration of the
entire GSE hierarchy to locate the interesting exception rules.
In the early stage of discovery, it is quite usual that even domain
experts cannot specify exactly what they are looking for. In such
case, we can derive a set of seed attributes from high-confidence
rules and then explore more rules based on these seed attributes in
the rule hierarchies. Thus the knowledge discovery process starts
from the bottom of the rule hierarchy rather than the top-down
approach in [10].

8) If exposed to Anxio in pre stage and drink
alcohol, then have preterm birth with
support=0.03%, confidence=0.077

More specifically, we start with high-confidence rules that contain
the seed attributes in the rule body. Although such complex rules
may be difficult to interpret directly, they contain the seed
attributes that contribute to the rule head. For example, the
following rule has high confidence:

9) If exposed to Anxio in pre stage and have
symptoms of depression, then have preterm birth
with support=0.05%, confidence=0.13

If exposed to Anxio in the pre, in and post time and use
tobacco and have symptoms of depression, then have preterm
birth with confidence = 0.6

Figure 3. A part of the rule hierarchy for the exposure to the
sedative medication and other confounders at different time
period of pregnancy with preterm birth

From the above rule, we can learn that the exposure to sedatives
at pre, in and post time may cause the preterm birth. Tobacco or
symptoms of depression may also increase preterm rate.
Therefore, we obtain the following list of seed attributes for
further exploration: Anxio_pre, Anxio_in, Anxio_post, tobacco
and symptoms of depression. We can first look for the rules that
represent the effect of each single seed attribute on preterm birth,
and then we can further explore the combination of multiple seed
attributes. For the above example, we find single-attribute rules as:

If exposed to Anxio in the post time, then have preterm birth
with confidence =0.129
If exposed to Anxio in the in time, then have preterm birth
with confidence =0.097
And rules with multiple attributes as:
If exposed to Anxio in the post time and use tobacco, then
have preterm birth with confidence = 0.149
Therefore, given a set of high-confidence rules with multiple
attributes, we can search for more general rules from the rule
hierarchy using a bottom-up approach for knowledge discovery.
Since the SmartRule outputs the association rules in an Excel
worksheet, each column represents an attribute and each rule is
represented in a row. Therefore, when searching for rules in the
hierarchy, we can utilize the rich functionality in Excel to sort and
filter the rules based on different columns. For example, when we
want to find the most relevant factor that causes preterm birth
with seed attribute citalopram (”cita”) exposure in the 3rd
trimester, we first use filters to select all the rules with
column ”cita_3” has value ”1” and the rule body contains two
attributes (i.e. the column “Length” of the rule body equals ”2”).
This will show all rules with citalopram exposure in the 3rd
trimester and a single other attribute. Then we sort the filtered
rules by their confidence in descending order as shown in Figure
4. The most significant factor should appear in the first rule after
the sort. By filtering and sorting tools of the spreadsheet, we can
easily find the rules that show the effect of each seed attribute and
their combined effects. As a result, the users can gradually learn
the multiple aspects of the knowledge through the rule hierarchy.

5. DATA MINING VS. TRADITIONAL
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical based analysis, e.g. logistical regression, is the standard
approach to process data in epidemiology. Thus, we need to
compare the association rules derived from data mining against
the results obtained from the standard methods.
Because of the large number of combinations among all the
attributes and their values, it becomes infeasible to test all the
potential interactions among the attributes and to locate the
significant ones. However, data mining does not require domain
experts to propose a hypothesis and is capable of mining side
effects in large dataset with multiple temporal attributes. In
hypothesis generating studies and in monitoring large health
registries, this is a crucial advantage compared to traditional
analytical approaches. In our experiments, we are already able to

discover important associations (e.g. alcohol intake and antidepressants) that can be validated by the statistical methods, but
were missed by the traditional methods.
Further, testing hypotheses with small sample size has limited
statistical power. On the other hand, data mining can generate
association rules independent of the sample size, which represents
an advantage in our study since the side effects of drugs are
usually represented by small sample sizes.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed to use data mining technique to
discover side effects of drug exposure to pregnant women from
real data.
Specifically, we develop SmartRule to generate MFIs directly
from tabular data sources. Further, the users can select a subset of
the MFIs to derive targeted association rules that is relevant with
the specified attributes. We found that the interactive capability of
our data mining tool is a valuable feature for the user to explore
useful rules. The filtering and sorting facility of the spreadsheet
provides a very effective user interface in the discovery of the
side effects. When the user wants to explore new findings, he/she
can derive a set of seed attributes from high-confidence rules and
search for additional rules based on this set of attributes from the
rule hierarchy using a bottom-up approach.
Our data mining tool has the advantage over traditional analytical
approaches that potentially important data sources can be
examined for ‘signals’ of importance for clinical or public health
practice without having to wait for a proper hypothesis to come
by. Data mining is independent of hypotheses and is capable of
mining side effects in large datasets with multiple temporal
attributes. Further, it also alleviates the problems of statistical
hypotheses testing for very small sample size as in our case. The
accuracy of our data mining technique was validated by
regression analysis with known published results where
regression analysis is valid. Our data mining is able to generate
new discovery from the clinical dataset that the traditional method
are missed or unable to derive due to its limitation. Therefore,
data mining represents a useful tool in bio-medical research for
the discovery of new knowledge from epidemiological data.
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Figure 4. To find the most relevant factor that causes preterm birth with citalopram exposure in the 3rd trimester (”cita_3”), we
first use filters to select all the rules with column ”cita_3” has value ”1” and the column ”Length” equals ”2”; then sort the
filtered rules by their confidence in descending order. In this example, eight rules were derived. To interpret these rules, value
“1” in column “cita_3” represents exposure to citalopram in the third trimester; value “1” in column “psychiatric” represents
patient with psychiatric disease; value “1” in column “depression” represents patient with depression; value “1” in column
“alcohol” represents patient with alcohol intake; in column “agegroup”, value “2” represents patient 20 to 25 years old; value
“3” represents patient 25 to 30 years old; value “1” in column “smoke” represents patient with tobacco exposure; and value “1”
in column “preterm” represents birth before 37 full weeks of gestation.
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